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Abstract:
In weaving section due to a strong need for lane changing, a type of turbulence is created in traffic flow; so, the speed and the capacity of the weaving section decreases. Therefore, investigation of the weaving section is very important. However, due to shortage of the manual for urban principal arterials (highways), calibration of these models is necessary. One of these models that are used to evaluate the level of service of the weaving sections is speed model which will be developed in this paper. Thus, data of the lane-changing rates and travel time (speed) have been collected in 9 principal arterials of Tehran. Then, two models for estimating of weaving and non-weaving speed are developed. Validations also confirm the accuracy of the developed models. Exploration of these developed models reveals that speed decreases by increasing the weaving intensity. In addition, Comparison of the developed models and HCM 2010 for similar condition shows that the developed models estimate more than the HCM 2010 model.
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1. Introduction
Weaving occurs when one movement must cross the path of another along a length of facility without the aid of signals or other control devices, with the exception of guide and/or warning signs. Such situations are created when a merge area is closely followed by a diverge area. The flow entering on the left leg of the merge and leaving on the right leg of the diverge must cross the path of the flow entering on the right leg of the merge and leaving on the left leg of the diverge. Depending upon the specific geometry of the segment, these maneuvers may require lane changes to be successfully completed. Further, other vehicles in the segment (i.e., those that do not weave from one side of the roadway to the other), may make lane changes to avoid concentrated areas of turbulence within the segment. Therefore, weaving study is an important in any route, especially in high speed routes as highways and freeways.

On the other side, weaving study in the other countries isn’t thoroughly suitable for Iran. It is apparent that traffic behavior is different from one country to another; and follows from several measures as cultural, social and economical. Hence, using codes of other countries may mislead results to fault.

On the other side existing codes as HCM 2010 merely probes freeway weaving and no highway. Due to different behavior between driving in highways and freeways [Sarvi, 2014], a specific study for highway weaving is necessary. At this article, models for weaving and non-weaving speed in highways are developed.

2. History and background
Beginning was with 1965 HCM model, the first to specifically address weaving behavior. The 1965 HCM actually contained two approaches to freeway weaving areas, as part of a model that attempted to address weaving on all types of facilities. The primary model, developed by Leisch and Normann [Roess, 1983, Pignataro, 1975], was based upon a set of curves that plotted total weaving volume vs. weaving length. The 1965 HCM model did not refer to the term “equivalent non-weaving volume” or Flow rate. The algorithm was, however, used to determine the number of lanes needed in the weaving section. NCHRP 3-15, Weaving Area Operations Study, conducted at Polytechnic University [Roess, 1983, Pignataro, 1975] in the early 1970’s made extensive attempts to calibrate the weaving curves of the 1965 HCM. The first significant post-1965 HCM study of weaving sections was NCHRP Project 3-15. It was also the first in a string of NCHRP and FHWA-sponsored efforts directed specifically towards the development of the 1985 HCM. The results of NCHRP 3-15, Weaving Area Operations Study, were published in an NCHRP Report [Roess, 1983, Pignataro, 1975]. The model introduced the issue of configuration, and involved complex iterations. As part of an FHWA-sponsored study of Freeway Capacity Analysis in the late 1970’s, the model was re-formatted by Roess and McShane and published in TRB Circular 212 [TRB, 1980], Interim Materials on Highway Capacity. This model continued to be complex and iterative, but broke the original model into discrete steps that were more easily explained and implemented. It also introduced the concept of constrained vs. unconstrained operation, even to the point of defining the degree of constraint that might exist.

While the NCHRP and FHWA studies progressed, Leisch [Leisch, 1983] independently developed a model similar to the 1965 HCM in form and concept. FHWA later funded the documentation of the method. In the meantime, the model was also published as part of TRB Circular 212. Thus, from 1980 through the publication of the 1985 HCM, several different weaving area analysis methodologies were in active use: the two models from the 1965 HCM, the Roess/McShane method of Circular 212, and the Leisch method of Circular 212. The Leisch model continued to depict weaving lengths for which no data existed, and produced results that differed substantially from the Roess/McShane model, even though both were calibrated with the same data.

In 1981, another weaving research effort was launched to answer the question of whether the Roess/McShane model or the Leisch model should be chosen for the forthcoming 1985 HCM. Conducted by JHK and Associates, the study included additional data collection, and recommended a third model for inclusion in the HCM. This model, developed by Reilly et al [Reilly, 1984], resulted in the algorithm form that is currently used in the HCM2000. The model did not, however, address configuration or type of operation.

Since 1985, a number of additional weaving area studies have taken place. All were handicapped by small data bases, but a number of interesting concepts resulted.
Fazio [Fazio, 1985] developed a model around the Reilly algorithm, but added a lane-changing parameter that eliminated the need to pre-categorize weaving areas by configuration. This is essentially the approach recommended herein, with more attention paid to the development of the lane-changing parameter(s). Fazio, due to a small data base, was forced to assume entry lane-distribution behavior of weaving vehicles to estimate lane-changing. CALDOT and the University of California at Berkeley conducted a number of weaving studies through the 1980’s and early 1990’s that focused on recalibration of a model similar to the Moskowitz/Newman approach in the 1965 HCM [Roess, 1983, Cassidy, 1990, Windover, 1995].

Over the years, several different calibrations were researched by CALDOT/Berkeley. The methodology(ies) have both strengths and weaknesses. All of the configurations studied in the California work would be classified (in the original terms of the 1965 HCM) as one-sided weaving sections in which weaving activity is focused on the right-most lanes of the section. Two-sided weaving sections were not included in the studies. A major issue is the calibration of lane distribution models [Roess, 1983, Cassidy, 1990, Windover, 1995].

On the whole, capacity and level of service analysis in weaving segments has needed to estimate speed since 1985. In HCM 1985 and its updating at 1994, speed has been directly relevant to level of service. In 1997 updating and HCM 2000, speed has been estimated and subsequently has been converted to density and level of service has been calculated based on density. But in HCM 2010, methodology has changed; it means that in first step lane changing rate has been estimated and then speed has been estimated and subsequently speed has been converted to density and level of service has been calculated based on density [TRB, 2008]. These arguments show that speed estimation has ever been a foundation in weaving sections level of service analysis. In this essay, HCM 2010 concepts for developing speed estimation model, as a new approach, have been used [TCTTS, 2015].

3. Physical and operational characteristics of principal arterial weaving
3.1 The length of a weaving segment
The lengths illustrated in Figure 1 are defined as follows [TRB, 2015]:

\[ L_S: \text{Short Length, m; the distance between the end points of any barrier markings that prohibit or discourage lane-changing.} \]

\[ L_B: \text{Base Length; m; the distance between points in the respective gore areas where the left edge of the ramp travel lanes and the right edge of the highway travel lanes meet.} \]

\[ L_L: \text{Long Length, m; the distance between physical barriers marking the ends of the merge and diverge gore areas.} \]

The Project Team worked with three different definitions of length, as illustrated in Figure 1. It appears that LB would be the most logical measure of length [TCTTS, 2015].

3.2 Lane Configuration
Lane configuration refers to the manner in which entry and exit legs connect. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show three examples which representing each of the three defined configurations in HCM2010, and illustrates the determination of these two key variables [TRB, 2008]. Figure 2 shows a typical 4-lane ramp-weaving segment, with a one-lane on-ramp followed by a one-lane off-ramp connected by a continuous auxiliary lane. On-ramp vehicles enter the segment on the auxiliary lane, and must execute one lane change to the right-most highway lane to complete their weaving maneuver. They could make additional lane changes to access outer lanes of the highway, but they do not have to do so to successfully weave. Similarly, off-ramp vehicles may enter the weaving segment on the right-most lane of the highway (although they could choose to enter on another lane and make multiple lane changes to access the auxiliary lane), and must exit on the auxiliary lane [TRB, 2008].

As each weaving vehicle must execute at least one lane change, the key variable LMIN (= minimum number of lane changes that must be made by weaving vehicles in order to successfully execute their desired weaving maneuver, expressed as an hourly rate, lc/h) would be computed as follows (for more knowledge see 4.3.) [TRB, 2008]:

\[ L_{\text{MIN}} = (v_{RP} \times 1) + (v_{PR} \times 1) = v_{RP} + v_{PR} \] (1)

For computational convenience, the algorithms use flow rates already converted to equivalent pc/h for this computation.

Figure 3 shows a typical Type B weaving segment. Note that ramp-to-highway vehicles must make a single lane change to successfully weave onto the right-most lane of
the highway. Once again, they could make additional lane changes to access outer highway lanes, but such additional lane changes are not required. highway-to-ramp vehicles can weave from the highway to the off-ramp without making a lane change. Thus, in this case, the key variable LCMIN is computed as [TRB, 2008]:

\[ L_{CMIN} = (v_{RP} \times 2) + (v_{PR} \times 0) = 2v_{RP} \]  

(3)

4. The required data for model estimation

The data base for this study consists of 9 weaving segments in 8 different highways. Each of sites has 5-minute data periods in 4 hours. These data consist:

- \( L_{CW} \): total number of lane changes made by weaving vehicles in a weaving section, expressed as an hourly rate (lc/h).
- \( L_{CNW} \): total number of lane changes made by non-weav-
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Figure 3. Key definitions for a type B weaving segment

Figure 4. Key definitions for a type C weaving segment

ing vehicles in a weaving section, expressed as an hourly rate (lc/h).

$LC_{ALL} = \text{total number of lane changes made by all vehicles in a weaving section, expressed as an hourly rate (lc/h).}$

$LC_{ALL} = LC_w + LC_{NW}$

$LC_{MIN} = \text{minimum number of lane changes that must be made by weaving vehicles in order to successfully execute their desired weaving maneuver, expressed as an hourly rate, lc/h.}$

Travel time$= \text{Travel time between points in the respective gore areas where the left edge of the ramp travel lanes and the right edge of the highway travel lanes meet. Speed calculation is based on travel time.}$

The basic information describing each site is summarized in table 1 [TCTTS, 2015, Moridpour, 2012, TRB, 2015].

4.1. Speed of Traffic Flow in The Weaving Segment

As illustrated in Figure 5, there are four traffic flows in the weaving area. By according these four flows, there are four speed types in the weaving section that include weaving speed from principal arterial (highway) to ramp ($S_{PR}$), weaving speed from ramp to principal arterial ($S_{RP}$), non-weaving speed from principal arterial to principal arterial ($S_{PP}$) and non-weaving speed from ramp to ramp ($S_{RR}$).

For collecting traffic flow speed data at each type, space speed was used. Thus, by collecting data due to travel time in 5-minute periods, space mean speed was estimated. Thus, by the following steps space mean speed was estimated [TCTTS, 2015]:

1- In data collection for each weaving area and each time period for each flow speed type, the time for each
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vehicle to traverse weaving area was measured. There are four travel time types in the weaving section that include weaving travel time from principal arterial to ramp \( t_{PR} \), weaving travel time from ramp to principal arterial \( t_{RP} \), non-weaving travel time from principal arterial to principal arterial \( t_{PP} \) and non-weaving travel time from ramp to ramp \( t_{RR} \).

2- Specify the distance between points in the respective gore areas where the left edge of the ramp travel lanes and the right edge of the highway travel lanes meet \( (LB= \text{Base Length; Km}) \)

Then by Equation (4) we can calculate SMS for each speed type:

\[
SMS = \left( \frac{nLB}{\sum t_i} \right)
\]

Where:
\( LB \) : is Length of weaving area, Km
\( n \) : is number of observed vehicles
\( t_i \) : is time for vehicle “i” to traverse the weaving area, h
\( SMS \) : is space mean speed, Km/h

**4.2 Lane Changing Of Traffic Flow in the Weaving Sections**

In weaving section similar to traffic flow speed, there are four types of lane changing consist of lane changing from principle arterial (highway) to principle arterial \( (LC_{pr}) \), from ramp to principle arterial \( (LC_{rp}) \), from principle arterial to ramp \( (LC_{RP}) \) and from ramp to ramp \( (LC_{RR}) \). Thus, all over the traffic flow lateral movements consist of without lane changing (zero), one, two, three, four or further should be gathered. Weaving lane changing consists LCRP and LCPR and subsequently non- weaving lane changing consists LC_{pp} and LCRR.

Film recording in weaving sections was the method of lane changing data gathering for four lane changing types. Then collecting lane changing data (zero, one, …) in 5-minute periods was extracted from film of each weaving section [TCTTS, 2015].

**4.3 Minimum Lane Changing of Traffic Flow in the Weaving Sections**

In terms of Minimum Lane Changing \( (LC_{MIN}) \), the key issue will be the determination of the minimum number of lane-changes each weaving flow must make. \( LC_{MIN} \) could be expressed as equation (5) [TRB, 2015]:

\[
LC_{MIN} = (v_{RP} * LC_{RP}) + (v_{PR} * LC_{PR})
\]

Where:
\( LC_{pr} \) = minimum number of lane changes that must be made by each vehicle in the ramp-to-principle arterial flow
\( LC_{rp} \) = minimum number of lane changes that must be made by each vehicle in the principle arterial-to-ramp flow.

\( v_{RP} \) = flow rate from ramp to principle arterial in the weaving section, (pc/h)
\( v_{PR} \) = flow rate from principle arterial to principle arterial in the weaving section, (pc/h)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Location (Highway)</th>
<th>Entrance Ramp (Highway or Arterial)</th>
<th>Exit Ramp (Highway or Arterial)</th>
<th>Highway Lanes (N)</th>
<th>Type of Weaving Section Configuration</th>
<th>Minimum Lane Changing from Ramp to Highway (LC_{RP})</th>
<th>Minimum Lane Changing from Highway to Ramp (LC_{PP})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hemmat</td>
<td>Shariati</td>
<td>Haghani</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hakim</td>
<td>Chamran</td>
<td>Sheikh</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Imam Ali</td>
<td>Janbazan</td>
<td>Resalat</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sadr</td>
<td>Kamranieh</td>
<td>Niayesh</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Modarres</td>
<td>West Arash</td>
<td>Dastgerdi</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Niayesh</td>
<td>Chamran</td>
<td>Seoul</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Niayesh</td>
<td>Yadegar</td>
<td>Ashrafi</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yadegar</td>
<td>Hakim</td>
<td>Marzdaran</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Shahre Rey</td>
<td>Karimi</td>
<td>Salman</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Determining the Free-Flow speed
The free-flow speed of a facility is best determined by field measurement. Nine cases were established as shown in Table 2 [TCTTS, 2015].

Table 2. Free-flow speed field measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Location (Highway)</th>
<th>FFS (Km/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hemmat</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hakim</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Imam Ali</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sadr</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Modarres</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Niayesh</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Niayesh</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yadegar</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Shahre Rey</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Model estimation
5.1 Estimation of Weaving Speed
5.1.1 Key variables
In the HCM 2000, in speed model, one of the significant variables has been density or intensity of weaving in the weaving area, that in its definition, there were parameters like volume ratio (VR), total demand per lane in the weaving area (v/N) and length of weaving area (L_B). But in recent studies instead of (VR) and (v/N), total number of lane changes in a weaving section (LC_{ALL}) has been introduced [TRB, 2015]. In other word, it has been assumed that, this parameter really play role of former parameters and it seems logical. So, in this study after numerous trial on other parameters it was revealed that the most significant factor in weaving vehicles speed in weaving area is proportion of total number of lane changes to weaving area length (LC_{ALL} / L_B). This proportion is representative of weaving intensity in weaving area. Figure 6 shows weaving vehicles speed versus weaving intensity. Figure 6 shows that trend of weaving vehicles speed versus weaving intensity is negative, in other word weaving vehicles speed is descending [TCTTS, 2015].

5.1.2 Recommended Model
Logical assumption in speed model is that maximum speed (S_{max}) in basic area of highways is equal to FFS, and weaving flow in weaving area reduces speed due to weaving intensity. By regarding to weaving speeds in database, minimum expected average speed in a weaving area (S_{min}), is equal to 15 Km/h.

In Tehran city, weaving vehicles speed model after trial of numerous functional form and calibration is presented as Equations (6) and (7) [TCTTS, 2015]:

\[
S_{\text{w}} = 15 + \left[ \frac{FFS - 15}{1 + W_{\text{w}}} \right] 
\tag{6}
\]

\[
W_{\text{w}} = a \times \left( \frac{LC_{\text{ALL}}}{L_B} \right)^b 
\tag{7}
\]
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Where: FFS = free-flow speed, Km/h
LC<sub>ALL</sub> = total number of lane changes made by weaving and non-weaving vehicles in a weaving section, (lc/h).
W<sub>W</sub> = weaving intensity factor for weaving (w) vehicles
L<sub>B</sub> = length of the weaving area, m
a,b = constants of calibration

Table 3 presents calibration constant values and statistical characteristics for weaving vehicles speed model.

5.1.3 Sensitivity to key variables
Impact of key variables on weaving vehicles speed is shown in Figure 7. Key variables consist of weaving intensity (LC<sub>ALL</sub>/L<sub>B</sub>) and FFS.
Figure 7 shows that:
As FFS increases, weaving vehicles speed increases.
As weaving intensity decreases, weaving vehicles speed increases.
As weaving intensity increases, weaving vehicles speed changes rate decreases. That is, when weaving intensity increases tangent of speed diagram decreases.
As weaving intensity increases, the differences among weaving speed on “FFS=75 (Km/h)” and “FFS=95 (Km/h)” also decreases [TCTTS, 2015].

5.2 Estimating Non-Weaving Speed in The Weaving Segment
5.2.1 Key variables
At recent study, in spite of HCM 2010 we found a different model. In new non-weaving speed model has been assumed that non-weaving speed in weaving area is equal to “FFS” but because of existing turbulence in weaving area, it is reduced.
After trial by numerous variables for non-weaving speed model we found that in spite of HCM 2010, there isn’t a trend for minimum number of lane changes that must be made by weaving vehicles to successfully complete weaving maneuvers (LC<sub>min</sub>) and total demand per lane in the weaving area (v/N) [TRB, 2015]. But study in Tehran speed database showed that similar to weaving speed model, weaving intensity (LC<sub>ALL</sub>/L<sub>B</sub>) and free-flow speed (FFS) are suitable. Figure 8 shows non-weaving vehicles speed versus weaving intensity.
Figure 8 shows that trend of non-weaving vehicles speed versus weaving intensity is negative i.e. as weaving intensity increases, non-weaving vehicles speed decrease [TCTTS, 2015].

5.2.2 Recommended Model
After trial numerous functional forms, recommended model for non-weaving vehicles speed model is similar to weaving vehicles speed. By regarding to weaving speeds in database, minimum expected average speed in a weaving segment (S<sub>min</sub>) is equal to 15 Km/h. After calibration, non-weaving vehicles speed model is presented as Equations (8) and (9) [TCTTS, 2015]:

\[ S_{W} = 15 + \frac{FFS - 15}{1 + W_{W}} \]  

Table 3. The Constants values and statistical characteristics for weaving vehicles speed model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>constants</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>t statistic</th>
<th>R-squared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>1.177</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.2 Recommended Model

Expected average speed in a weaving segment (Smin), is equal to 15 Km/h. After calibration, non-weaving speed in weaving area is equal to “FFS” but because of existing turbulence in weaving area LCALL/LB which is weaving intensity factor for weaving vehicles as Equations (8) and (9) [TCTTS, 2015]

As weaving intensity increases tangent of speed diagram decreases. That is, when weaving intensity increases tangent of speed diagram decreases.

As weaving intensity decreases, non-weaving vehicles speed increases.

As weaving intensity increases, non-weaving vehicles speed changes rate decreases. That is, when weaving intensity increases tangent of speed diagram decreases.

As weaving intensity increases, the differences among non-weaving speed on “FFS=75 (Km/h)” and “FFS=95 (Km/h)” also decreases.

6. Validation and comparison

6.1 Validation of Weaving Vehicles Speed

It is necessary to note that a true “validation” using independent sites, or even data from calibration sites not used in calibration was not practical in this study. Thus, in order to measure the accuracy of the developed models estimations of weaving speed are compared directly to the calibration data base.

Comparison of estimated versus actual weaving speed depicted in Figure 10. The results reflect good standard de-
viation of estimating equation 5.77 Km/h. also, R^2 value is relatively good (0.34).
Statistical analysis was conducted for comparing the modeled and observed results by using the paired t-test as outlined in Table 5. From the results of the paired t-test, it was found that for weaving speed, there was no significant difference in the means between the observed speed and the modeled speed at a 95 % confidence level. This observation was supported by the parity plot in Figure 10. The observed and modeled values also demonstrated a high degree of linearity for the weaving speed (0.717). Weaving speed showed large magnitude of fit [TCTTS, 2015].

6.2 Validation of non-weaving vehicles speed model
Because the size of the data base was not sufficient to do validation, we use all data in the data base. Comparison of estimated versus actual weaving speed depicted in Figure 11. The results reflect relatively good standard deviation of estimating equation 10.94 Km/h. R2 value is relatively poor (0.187).
Statistical analysis was conducted for comparing the modeled and observed results by using the paired t-test as outlined in Table 6. From the results of the paired t-test, it was found that for non-weaving speed, there was no significant difference in the means between the observed speed and the modeled speed at a 95 % confidence level. This observation was supported by the parity plot in Figure 11. The observed and modeled values also demonstrated a high degree of linearity for the non-weaving speed (0.433). Non-weaving speed showed enough magnitude of fit [TCTTS, 2015].

6.3 Comparison of Recommended Model and HCM 2010
Comparison of recommended models and HCM 2010 shows a main difference. This difference is related to non-weaving vehicles speed. Functional form used for weaving vehicles speed is similar to HCM 2010 In other phrase, there is no difference between Tehran estimated model and HCM 2010. In HCM 2010 another functional form has been presented for non-weaving vehicles speed. But Tehran study showed that HCM 2010 functional form and others aren’t suitable and Tehran estimated model for non-weaving vehicles speed is similar to Tehran estimated model for weaving vehicles speed. In other word, presented non-weaving speed model for Tehran urban principle arterials isn’t same as HCM 2010 [TCTTS, 2015].

7. Conclusion
The results of proposed models about weaving vehicles speed showed that:
• It was revealed that the most significant factor in weav-
ing vehicles speed in weaving area is proportion of total number of lane changes to weaving area length \( \frac{LC_{\text{ALL}}}{L_{\text{b}}} \) or in other word weaving intensity.

- Weaving vehicles speed versus weaving intensity is negative, in other word weaving vehicles speed is descending. Sensitivity of Sw to key variables on weaving vehicles speed revealed that:
  - As weaving intensity increases, the differences among weaving speed on “FFS=75 (Km/h)” and “FFS=95 (Km/h)” also decreases.

The results of proposed models about non-weaving vehicles speed revealed that:

- In new non-weaving speed model has been assumed that non-weaving speed in weaving area is equal to “FFS” but because of existing turbulence in weaving area reduces it.
- After trial numerous functional forms, recommended model for non-weaving vehicles speed model is similar to weaving vehicles speed.

Sensitivity of \( S_{\text{sw}} \) and Sw to key variables revealed that:

- As FFS increases, weaving and non-weaving vehicles speed. Increases.
- As weaving intensity decreases, weaving and non-weaving vehicles speed increases.
- As weaving intensity increases, weaving and non-weaving vehicles speed increases.

\[ \text{Model} \]
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vehicles speed changes rate decreases. That is, when weaving intensity increases tangent of speed diagram decreases.

- As weaving intensity increases, the differences among non-weaving speed on “FFS=75 (Km/h)” and “FFS=95 (Km/h)” also decreases.
- As weaving intensity increases, the differences among weaving speed on “FFS=75 (Km/h)” and “FFS=95 (Km/h)” also decreases.

Comparison of Tehran recommended models and HCM 2010 shows a main difference. This difference is related to non-weaving vehicles speed, but functional form used for weaving vehicles speed is similar to HCM 2010 [TCTTS, 2015].
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